
Technical specs:

Sizes: 130 x 40 x 25 mm
Frequency: 25.000 Hz
Max sound pressure: 120dB

Power supply: 9V 1pcs alcaline battery

Technical specs:

Effective range: Up to 12 m
Size: 104 x 40 x 28 mm
Weight: 55 gr. (no battery)
Freqwency: 20.000 - 25.000 Hz
Max sound pressure: 130dB
Power supply: 9V 1xAlcaline battery

Technical specs:

Sizei: 145 x 138 x 82 mm

Weight: 255 gr.
Power Supply: 220 - 240V AC, 50/60 Hz
Consumption: 1,5 Wt
Frequency: 16 - 23 kHz (variabil continuu)
Sound Pressure: 130 dB
Efficiency area: 100 m² open space

Dog & Cat Repellers

New!!! DogSTOP

DogSTOP is the most harmles and eficient way to keep away aggresive dogs. Also this device can

be used to train dogs, associating the ultrasounds with a certain comand.

DogSTOP® device emits ultrasonic waves with frequency between 25 kHz, wich are innaudible
for humans, but disturbing for the dogs. Built-in bright led for flashes and additional working

efficiency on night time. Use only alcaline batteries and keep correct polarity. Don't use the
repeller on harmless dogs. Don't close up the functioning repeller's speaker to the ear. The
powerful ultrasounds will force the dog to leave.DogSTOP will keep a distance between the user
and the animal, as long as the button is pressed.

Super DogChaser Plus

The brand new Super DogChaser®, is a leap ahead in keeping agressive dogs away from
people. This is the improved version of the DogChaser model, it has the same 130dB powerfull
ultrasonic speaker, and 2xLED Flash, that helps and increases the effect of the device.

Super DogChaser® device emits ultrasonic waves with frequency between 20 - 25 kHz, wich
are innaudible for humans, but disturbing for the dogs. The device will repell, and keep away the
unwanted dog, if used correctly. For that, the device must be pointed towards the dog, and must
press and hold the button. The powerful ultrasounds will force the dog to leave.Doghaser will
keep a distance between the user and the animal, as long as the button is pressed. 

Animal Chaser

The new  Ultrasonic AnimalChaser® , emits ultrasound waves with a sound pressure of 130
dB, and a frequency between 16 - 23 kHz. Combined with variations and pulsating sound, the
intruding daogs and cats, will never get used to the disturbing sound and will be forcet to leave
the protected area of around 100 sqm. 

Ultrasonic AnimalChaser® Repells dogs and cats of an area up to 100 sqm, range of 15 m, and
an angle of 90º. The device includes the main unit with speaker, power adaptor, extension cord,
Water protecting case, and screws for fixing.

AnimalSTOP

AnimalSTOP®  is the newest, ecological and human way to repell unwanted animals. It has a
very economical, and efficient power supply system, and keeps away all type of unwanted
animals (dogs, cats, foxes, squirrels, hares, and other wild animals), without harming them.

AnimalSTOP® has an IR motion sensor to monitor movement on a range of 12 m and an angle
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Technical specs:

Size: 110 x 100 x 95 mm
Weight: 360 gr. (Main unit + case)
Power Supply: 9 V (2 x 9V battery) or 220 V,
50 Hz adaptor
Start-up Time: 30 sec
Frequency: 18 - 24 kHz
Efficiency area: 100 m², 12m range, 70º
angle.

Main Office: 20 Marasesti Blvd,
Sector 4, Bucharest
Romania

Tel: +4 021 335 79 05
Fax: +4 021 335 79 06
e-mail: office@pest-stop.eu
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of 70º, wich means a surface around 100 sqm. As soon as an intruder passes this area, the
ultrasonic alarm, among with flashes will be activated and the animal will be chased away. this
device emits ultrasonic waves in range of 18-24 kHz randomly and continuously, until the intruder
is gone. Also, AnimalSTOP® cand be powered with 2x9V alkaline battery. Used along with the
IR sensor, makes the battery last longer. also it can be used continuously using the mains power
supply.

During night, the effect of the device is amlified by the 2 x ultra powerful LED flashes, wich sares
away the animals.
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